Publish Your Next Proceedings
in the ACM Digital Library
The ACM International Conference Proceeding Series (ICPS) provides a mechanism to publish the contents
of conferences, technical symposia and workshops and thereby increase their visibility among the international
computing community.
ACM has published over 40,000 research papers in the ACM Digital Library from
over 1200 conferences through the ICPS program since it was established in 2002.
All ICPS published articles appear in the ACM Digital Library (DL) and are assigned DOIs, thus enhancing
discovery, enabling persistent reference linking and archiving in digital preservation repositories, and ensuring
perpetual access.
Publication in the ACM DL ensures high visibility. The ACM DL has 6 million unique
visitors annually from 161 countries, who collectively download 19 million articles.

Publishing in ACM’s ICPS program brings several advantages to authors:
Authors of ICPS articles have the same Author Rights as all ACM authors (http://authors.acm.org):
w Free posting on author’s home page and institutional repository
w Free use of ACM Author-Izer Service (www.acm.org/author-izer)
w Free posting in any repository legally mandated by authors’ funding bodies
w Author Profiles in the ACM Digital Library for each contributor are linkable to global ORCID IDs
w Citation and usage statistics are provided free for each article and available to each author for
local display through the ACM Author-Izer Service.
w

ACM’s ICPS program offers a low-cost alternative to other publishers and venues. Starting January 2015,
charges for events whose proceedings are accepted for publication in ICPS are:
Base rate for volumes with up to 30 papers: $500
w For volumes with more than 30 papers: base rate of $500, plus $20 for each paper above 30
w

Please consider ACM’s ICPS program for publishing the proceedings of your next conference/event. To apply,
complete the online form at www.acm.org/icps-app. ICPS applications are vetted by a distinguished editorial
board led by Professor Ron Perrott, Oxford e-Research Centre, Oxford University, UK.
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